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Goal 1 – Training:  
Goal Statement:  MLA provides opportunities to learn and grow 
 
List the Objective then strategies your unit accomplished in the past fiscal year: 
 
♦ IFAP provided opportunities to learn at the MLA/DLA Annual Conference via our 

program on “Your Digital Footprint.” 
 
Describe the outputs, outcomes and measurement used for each. 
 
♦ 80 people attended “Your Digital Footprint” and provided very positive evaluations, 

mostly ratings of 4 and 5.  
 
Goal 2 -  Advocacy:  
Goal Statement:  MLA communicates the value of libraries and empowers members to 
do the same. 
 
(No specific Objective fits the following activities, but they are a key part of IFAP’s 
mission of advocating for intellectual freedom) 
 



IFAP members chose to endorse ALA’s statement of January 30 opposing new 
administration policies that contradict library core values. The endorsement was 
approved by the Executive Board. 
 
IFAP undertook the revision of the Intellectual Freedom Manual. 
 
 
List the Objective then strategies your unit accomplished in the past fiscal year: 
 
♦ Objective 2: By June 30, 2016 MLA will see an increase of traffic and satisfaction 

with MLA website and other MLA social media sites: We continued our Facebook 
posts about intellectual freedom issues and posted videos of banned-book readings 
during Banned Books Week. 

 
 
Describe the outputs, outcomes and measurement used for each. 
 
♦ Increased the number of likes from 116 in June 2016 to 146 in June 2017. 

 
 
Goal 3 -  Leadership 
Goal Statement:  MLA grows leaders. 
 
List the Objective then strategies your unit accomplished in the past fiscal year: 
 
♦ Objective 2: By June 30, 2016 MLA members or prospective new members 

participation on taskforces, projects, divisions or interest groups will increase as a 
result of recruitment through multiple channels: We had IFAP members serve as 
Secretary and Social Media Coordinator, and one represented IFAP at the 
Legislative Panel meetings. 

 
Describe the outputs, outcomes and measurement used for each. 
 
♦ Andrea Dowling took minutes for 5 meetings. 
♦ Cathi MacRae represented IFAP on the Legislative Panel. 
♦ Andrea Dowling regularly added posts to the IFAP Facebook page and 

administered the “Freedom First Friday” postings and the Banned Books Week 
videos. 

♦ Dianne Whitaker rejoined us late in the year; Hannah Erickson and Naomi Keppler 
joined during the year; and brand-new members Sara Brown and Katelyn 
McLimans joined us after the Conference.  

♦ Naomi volunteered to plan one of our Banned Books programs; Dianne and Hannah 
helped Monica revise the IF Manual; Sara volunteered to be Secretary next year and 
Katelyn volunteered to take over as Social Media Coordinator. 

 
 



Goal 4 – Networking 
Goal Statement: MLA fosters relationships and connections 
 
List the Objective then strategies your unit accomplished in the past fiscal year: 
 
♦ Objective 2: Annually MLA units will broaden networking time during meetings 

and programs and/or create online discussion groups: We continued our practice of 
informal discussion & socializing before starting the business meeting. 

 
Describe the outputs, outcomes and measurement used for each. 
 
♦ Members are comfortable with each other and work together well. 

 
Other comments: 
 
What is your overall evaluation for the year, and what suggestions would you like to 
see carried over in the future? 
 
Adding a Google Hangouts option to our meetings has worked well. Attendance was 
better than it otherwise would have been during some months when members were not 
able to travel. We can continue to have two lunch meetings at restaurants, because they 
are very popular and provide a good networking opportunity, but we should balance these 
with shorter meetings at AACPL Headquarters. 
 
I found that projects work better when assigned to just a few people instead of trying to 
get participation from the entire group for everything. Three people are revising the IF 
Manual, with occasional input solicited from the whole group. Three people are taking 
care of the two Banned Books Week programs – two as planners and myself as 
coordinator. 
 
We gained new members this year. One way to keep them is to get them involved 
quickly, which we were able to do! 
 
Having Denise Davis as the new MLA President should be an exciting opportunity to 
highlight our advocacy and educational abilities. 
 
Welcome, Julie Ranelli, our incoming IF Officer! 
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